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Abstract2
Gas and aqueous phases are essential media for atmospheric chemistry and aerosol3
formation. Numerous studies have focused on aqueous-phase reactions as well as cou-4
pled gas/aqueous-phase mass transport and reaction. Few studies have directly ad-5
dressed processes occurring at the air-water interface, especially involving surface-active6
compounds. We report here the application of field-induced droplet ionization mass7
spectrometry (FIDI-MS) to chemical reactions occurring at the atmospheric air-water8
interface. We determine the air-water interfacial OH radical reaction rate constants for9
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), a common surfactant, and pinonic acid (PA), a surface-10
active species and proxy for biogenic atmospheric oxidation products, as 2.87 × 10−811
and 9.38× 10−8 cm2 molec−1 s−1, respectively. In support of the experimental data, a12
comprehensive gas-surface-aqueous multiphase transport and reaction model of general13
applicability to atmospheric interfacial processes is developed. Through application of14
the model, PA is shown to be oxidized exclusively at the air-water interface of droplets15
with a diameter of 5 µm under typical ambient OH levels. In the absence of interfacial16
reaction, aqueous- rather than gas-phase oxidation is the major PA sink. We demon-17
strate the critical importance of air-water interfacial chemistry in determining the fate18
of surface-active species.19
Introduction20
The hydroxyl radical (OH) is the fundamental oxidant in the atmosphere. In addition to21
reaction with gas-phase molecules (e.g., volatile organic compounds), OH reaction can modify22
the physico-chemical properties (e.g., surface tension, hygroscopicity, composition, etc.) of23
airborne particles through heterogeneous chemistry.1 Heterogeneous OH-initiated oxidation24
of particles can be confined to the interface due to the particle bulk properties, such as high25
viscosity2. The air-water interface is ubiquitous in the atmosphere owing to the high surface-26
to-volume ratio of cloud and fog droplets. Moreover, heterogeneous reaction at the air-water27
2
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interface can be facilitated if the air-water interface lowers the reaction energy barrier.3 In28
addition, organic molecules at the air-water interface may have preferred orientation as a29
result of hydrogen bonding involving substituent groups4 thus the reaction mechanisms at30
the air-water interface can differ from those of gas- and aqueous-phase reactions.5–11 Studies31
of the air-water interfacial oxidation of organic compounds have been focused on the effects of32
substitutions,12 unsaturation,13,14 and chain length15 on reaction kinetics and mechanisms.33
Pinonic acid (PA) is a major oxidation product of α-pinene, one of the most abundant34
biogenic volatile organic compounds emitted to the atmosphere (global emissions estimated35
at 66.1 Tg/y).16 Studies have focused on gas- and aqueous-phase oxidation of PA by OH.17,1836
Upon oxidation by OH, PA has been shown to have a high potential to form the secondary37
organic aerosols (SOA).19,20 With a saturation vapor pressure of ∼ 7× 10−5 Pa at 296 K,2138
PA partitions between the gas and particle phases. Given its high Henry’s law constant of39
∼ 2 × 107 M atm−1,22 PA tends to reside in the aqueous phase under cloudy and foggy40
conditions, or in the presence of aerosol liquid water. Although PA has been shown to be a41
highly surface-active species in the atmosphere,23 limited studies have been directed to its42
behavior at the air-water interface.8,24 Enami and Sakamoto 24 showed that PA resides at43
the air-water interface and observed peroxyl radicals and hydroperoxides at the early stage44
of exposure of PA solution droplets to OH. Though OH oxidation of PA at the air-water45
interface is rapid, kinetic data of the interfacial reaction have been lacking. Lai et al. 2546
estimated the atmospheric lifetime of PA as 2.1 - 3.3 days under environmentally relevant47
humidity conditions based on heterogeneous OH oxidation of PA film as opposed to an actual48
air-water interface. Given its high surface activity and tendency to partition to the aqueous49
phase, investigation of mechanisms and kinetics of interfacial oxidation of PA by OH under50
atmospheric conditions is addressed here.51
We employ field-induced droplet ionization mass spectrometry (FIDI-MS) to investigate52
the OH oxidation of pinonic acid at the air-water interface.26,27 FIDI-MS is differentiated53
from other mass spectrometric techniques by the ability to perform online detection of chem-54
3
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ical species at the air-water interface via a surface-selective sampling mechanism, for which55
the ionization process has been studied extensively. The FIDI sampling apparatus produces56
millimeter-sized water droplets containing analytes at concentrations relevant to the ambient57
atmosphere (i.e., clouds, fog, and aerosol liquid water). Because of the specificity of sampling,58
FIDI-MS has been employed to monitor the adsorption and heterogeneous chemistry of or-59
ganic compounds at the air-water interface of both atmospherically28–30 and biologically31–3360
relevant systems. The controllable time scale for reaction in FIDI-MS makes it possible to61
track the kinetics of interfacial reactions over many half-lives and multiple generations of62
oxidation.63
Through study of the OH oxidation of PA at the air-water interface with FIDI-MS, we64
seek to elucidate the mechanistic details of its surface reaction. To interpret the kinetic data,65
we develop a gas-surface-aqueous multiphase transport and reaction model that describes66
the heterogeneous OH oxidation of PA and constrains the surface reaction rate constant of67
PA + OH at the air-water interface. For the first time, the interplay between chemistry,68
diffusion, and phase-partitioning occurring at a droplet’s air-water interface is investigated.69
We demonstrate that under typical ambient OH levels (∼ 106 molec cm−3), the majority70
of the multiphase PA oxidation occurs on the surface of water droplets representative of71
cloud/fog water. In short, the present study addresses the importance of interfacial oxidation72
for surface-active atmospheric species.73
Methods74
Experimental Setup75
A schematic diagram of the FIDI-MS setup is depicted in Figure 1; a detailed description76
of the FIDI-MS method is presented elsewhere.26,27 Briefly, an aqueous droplet of ∼2 mm77
diameter (∼ 4 µL volume) is suspended on the end of a stainless steel capillary held equidis-78
tant between two parallel plate electrodes separated by 6.3 mm (Fig. 1a). Droplets are79
4
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formed from analyte solutions fed through the capillary using a motorized syringe pump.80
The parallel plates are mounted on a translation stage to allow alignment of an aperture in81
the electrically grounded front plate with the atmospheric pressure inlet of an LTQ-XL mass82
spectrometer (Thermo-Fischer, Waltham, MA) that is open to ambient lab air. Following83
droplet formation, a period of 60 s is allowed for diffusion of surface-active species to achieve84
equilibrium coverage at the air-water interface. The sampling of the hanging droplet pro-85
ceeds by applying a high voltage pulse (3 - 5 kV, 100 ms duration, variable polarity) to the86
back plate electrode and to the capillary at half the magnitude supplied to the back plate,87
establishing a homogeneous electric field. The electric field induces an aligned dipole that88
stretches the suspended droplet until dual Taylor cones are formed at opposite ends, ejecting89
charged sub-micrometer progeny droplets of opposite polarity toward the appropriately bi-90
ased electrodes (Fig. 1b). Progeny droplets of a specific polarity pass through the aperture91
in the grounded front plate and enter the inlet of the mass spectrometer, resulting in the92
detection of gas-phase ions. As FIDI sampling causes significant perturbation to the droplet,93
a fresh droplet is generated for each measurement. In many respects, the FIDI process is94
similar to that of electrospray ionization (ESI), except that sampling occurs only from the95
sheared electrical double layer at the droplet surface. In this study, a negative voltage was96
applied to the back plate and capillary to detect deprotonated [M–H]– ions.97
A dielectric barrier discharge source (DBDS) was used to generated hydroxyl radicals.98
The DBDS consists of a 38 mm borosilicate tube (6.45 mm O.D., 3.91 mm I.D.) with a tung-99
sten rod (1.02 mm diameter) inner electrode and a conductive silver epoxy outer electrode. A100
bubbler provides water-saturated helium through the DBDS with flow monitored by a Type101
piMFC digital mass flow controller (model PFC-50, MKS Instruments). A high voltage AC102
power supply (Trek PM04015, Trek, Inc) biases the inner electrode during experiments, while103
the outer electrode remains grounded. The operational conditions of the DBDS are as fol-104
lows: 12 kVpp (peak-to-peak AC voltage) bias, 1 kHz sine waveform, 1.414 mA current, and105
1000 cm3 min−1 He/H2O flow. The proposed mechanism of OH generation proceeds either106
5
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directly via an electron capture reaction with water (e– + H2O −−→ H– + OH), or through107
a two-step process (e– + H2O −−→ H2O+ + 2 e– and H2O+ + H2O −−→ H3O+ + OH).34 No108
H, O, or HO2 is anticipated to form in the DBDS. The characterization of gas-phase OH109
concentration will be discussed subsequently.110
Ultra-pure water (18 MΩ, < 3 ppb TOC, Millipore Milli-Q) and HPLC grade methanol111
(J.T.Baker) were used as solvents. Aqueous stock solutions of cis-pinonic acid (PA, 98%,112
Sigma-Aldrich) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 98%, Fischer Scientific) were prepared at113
concentrations of 5 mM and 2 mM, respectively, and diluted as needed. Settings for FIDI-MS114
were optimized for deprotonated cis-pinonic acid [PA–H]– using a 20 µM solution of PA in115
99.2:0.8 methanol:water (v/v%).116
To study the interfacial OH + PA reaction mechanism, an aqueous PA droplet with an117
average bulk concentration of 50 µM is exposed to OH from the DBDS for varying reaction118
times, at which concentration, based on its equilibrium constant, ∼19% of PA is estimated119
to remain on the surface of the droplet with a radius of 1 mm. Droplets of 20 µM SDS120
were exposed to the OH source for different durations to characterize the gas-phase OH121
concentration. To constrain the surface reaction rate constant for OH + PA, a mixture of122
PA and SDS solution is diluted to 50 and 20 µM, respectively. Under each reaction condition,123
5 droplets were repeated and averaged to overcome drop-to-drop variation.124
Diffusion-Reaction Interfacial Model125
We present the development of a diffusion-reaction model designed to describe the air-water126
interfacial reaction on a droplet between gas-phase OH and a surface-active component, PA127
in this study. In addition to its surface reaction with OH, PA can evaporate into the gas128
phase, diffuse into the bulk droplet, and undergo bulk oxidation if dissolved OH is present.129
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is used as a reference compound that, in contrast to PA,130
given its high molecular weight and long alkyl chain, undergoes only surface reaction, i.e.,131
no evaporation and no diffusion into the bulk. Moreover, SDS oxidation products are easy132
6
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to characterize at early timescales as SDS undergoes sequential oxygenation with negligible133
fragmentation. As such, by measuring the rate of decay of SDS on the surface, one can infer134
the gas-phase OH concentration, and, in turn, calculate the surface reaction rate constant135
with OH for the surface active species. The model accounts for each of these transport and136
reaction processes explicitly, for both PA and SDS, in order to extract the surface reaction137
rate of PA + OH from the experimental data.138
The physical system to which this model is applied is depicted in Fig. 2; additional139
details of the model are discussed in Supporting Information SI.I. The following reactions140
describe the transport and reaction processes:141
OH(gs) −−⇀↽− OH(s) (R 1)
142
PA(gs) −−⇀↽− PA(s) (R 2)
143
PAp(gs) −−⇀↽− PAp(s) (R 3)
144
OH(s) + SDS(s) −−→ SDSp1(s) OH(s)−−−→ SDSp2(s) OH(s)−−−→ SDSp3(s) OH(s)−−−→ ... (R 4)
145
OH(s) + PA(s) −−→ PAp(s) (R 5)
146
OH(s) −−⇀↽− OH(b) (R 6)
147
PA(s) −−⇀↽− PA(b) (R 7)
148
PAp(s) −−⇀↽− PAp(b) (R 8)
149
OH(b) + PA(b) −−→ PAp(b) (R 9)
where s refers to the surface, b represents the bulk aqueous phase, and gs denotes the gas150
phase within one molecular mean free path above the surface. Note that gs is distinct from151
g, the bulk gas phase sufficiently far from the surface. Differences in concentrations between152
gs and g is described in SI.I.153
7
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R1, R2, and R3 correspond to the surface adsorption and desorption of OH, PA, and154
PA products (PAp), respectively. R4 and R5 are the surface reaction of SDS + OH and PA155
+ OH. R6, R7, and R8 represent surface to bulk droplet transport. R9 represents the bulk156
aqueous-phase reaction of PA + OH. The forward and reverse reaction rate constants for R1157
- R3 and R6 - R8 follow the multi-phase transport theory in Po¨schl et al. 35 and are explicitly158
discussed in SI.I. The bulk aqueous-phase rate constant of PA + OH in R9 is adopted from159
Aljawhary et al. 20 . R4 and R5 are the key processes on which we focus here. Values of key160
parameters are summarized in Table 1.161
The gas-phase OH concentration sufficiently far from the droplet surface is assumed to be162
constant, based on the assumption that the OH concentration from the DBDS is constant.163
Close to the droplet, however, a concentration gradient exists that depends on the OH uptake164
coefficient (γgs). During the reaction period, the droplet size is assumed to be constant, i.e.,165
no water evaporation occurs. However, evaporation of surface-active PA is considered (R2).166
The Langmuir adsorption model (monolayer) is used to calculate the initial surface coverage167
of PA given the bulk concentration of the PA solution from which the droplet is formed168
(See SI.II). When PA and SDS coexist in the droplet, we assume that PA and SDS do not169
interact, that the surface coverages of PA and SDS are equivalent (i.e., θ0,PA = θ0,SDS = 1),170
and that the surface coverage is homogeneous. An implicit assumption is the absence of171
reaction between PA, SDS, and their products.172
OH surface reactions are assumed to follow Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics,35,36 i.e., OH173
first adsorbs to the organic surface (R1) and then reacts interfacially with PA and SDS (R4174
and R5). This assumption is consistent with the experimental data, as will be discussed175
subsequently. The adsorption property of OH is following Va´cha et al. 37 . Adsorbed OH can176
also diffuse into the droplet (R6) and react with PA in the bulk aqueous phase (R9).38 The177
oxidation products of SDS + OH are assumed to stay in the interface, since even after several178
generations of oxidation the long alkyl chain remains largely intact (i.e., functionalization179
predominates). The SDS oxidation products are assumed to continue to react with adsorbed180
8
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OH at different rates (R4). For simplicity, the first-generation oxidation products of the181
PA + OH reactions at the interface (R5) and in the bulk (R9) are represented as single182
lumped products, PAp(s) and PAp(b). PAp(s) and PAp(b) are assumed to have equivalent183
compositions and properties, even though their formation rates and mechanisms may differ.184
Depletion of the PA(s) by reaction with OH is replenished by aqueous-phase diffusion of185
PAp(b) toward the surface (R7). Equilibrium partitioning of PA and PAp between the gas186
phase, the surface and the aqueous phase was estimated using the quantum chemical program187
COSMOtherm based on density functional theory calculations (see SI.III for details).39,40 The188
predicted surface/water and surface/air equilibrium constants for PA and proposed products189
of the interfacial reaction of PA + OH (see Results and Discussion) are listed in Table S1.190
The predicted equilibrium constants for the PA oxidation products span several orders of191
magnitude. For simplicity, the lumped PA oxidation product PAp is assumed to have the192
same equilibrium constants as PA. Subsequent reactions of the lumped PA products, PAp ,193
with OH are also represented in the model.194
Results and Discussion195
OH Oxidation of Pinonic Acid Droplet196
As a compound of intermediate volatility,40 we first examine the extent to which PA evap-197
orates from the droplet. Both experimental and simulation results (SI.IV) suggest that198
changes in PA concentration due to evaporation within the experimental timescale of 100 s199
are negligible. Figure 3 depicts the mass spectra of a PA droplet, in 10 s intervals, over a200
30 s OH exposure. A series of six major oxidation products, at m/z 197 (I), 199 (II), 213201
(III), 215 (IV), 229 (V), and 231 (VI) are identified. Since FIDI-MS provides only unit-mass202
resolution, each peak likely represents the combination of several isomers and isobars. As203
a first approximation, [PA–H]–+14 is assumed to represent the addition of one carbonyl204
(>C=O), [PA–H]–+16 the addition of one hydroxyl (-OH), [PA–H]–+30 the addition of205
9
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one carboxylic acid (-C(=O)OH) or one hydroxyl and one carbonyl, and [M–H]–+32 the206
addition of two hydroxyls or one hydroperoxyl (-OOH).207
As shown in Fig. 4, the initial H-abstraction by OH from PA can occur at 7 possi-208
ble sites (a - g). Quantum chemical calculations suggest that in gas-phase OH oxidation,209
H-abstraction occurs most likely on carbon f.17,41 However, results of structure activity re-210
lationships (SAR) for OH oxidation in the aqueous-phase indicate that carbons a and c are211
preferred positions.18 At the air-water interface, molecular dynamics simulations23 suggest212
that PA molecules are oriented such that the hydrophilic functional groups (-C(=O)OH and213
>C=O) are embedded in the droplet, while the hydrophobic cyclobutyl ring is exposed on214
the droplet surface (see Fig. 2), making carbons a-c the most vulnerable to OH attack.215
Following the initial H-abstraction (Fig. 4), the resulting alkyl radical combines exclusively216
with O2 at the air-water interface to form a peroxyl radical (RO2), which may undergo the217
same competitive reaction channels as those in the gas phase.42 The three dominant gas-218
phase bimolecular reactions are RO2 + RO2 (kRO2 ∼ 10−14− 10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1), RO2 +219
NO (kNO = 7 − 10 × 10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1), and RO2 + HO2 (kHO2 = 5 − 20 × 10−12220
cm3 molec−1 s−1).42,43 Note that the aqueous-phase RO2 + RO2 and RO2 + HO2 reactions221
have similar rate constants (109 M−1 s−1 ∼ 1.7 × 10−12 molecule−1 cm3 s−1)44,45 as those222
in the gas-phase. Assuming NO and HO2 have similar air-water interfacial adsorptive and223
reactive properties, and given that the FIDI source is exposed to the ambient atmosphere224
and typical daily average NO mixing ratio in the Los Angeles area is ∼ 1 ppb (1011 − 1012225
molec cm−3)46,47 and indoor HO2 mixing ratio < 10 ppt (∼ 109 molec cm−3),48 it is expected226
that reaction with NO is the dominant fate of PA peroxyl radicals at the air-water interface,227
with a small fraction of RO2 + RO2 and RO2 + HO2 reactions (Fig. 4). Reaction of RO2 +228
NO yields alkoxy radicals (RO) that undergo decomposition, isomerization, or reaction with229
O2.
49
230
To aid in identification of the compounds that contribute to the six major mass spectral231
peaks detected by FIDI-MS, collision-induced dissociation (CID) was employed for detailed232
10
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analysis of molecular structure. The MS/MS fragmentation patterns of the six parent ions233
are shown in Fig. S5. The daughter ions in each MS/MS spectrum can be explained by234
neutral losses of H2O, CO2, C3H6O, and C6H10O
50 (Fig. S5). Certain neutral losses are235
characteristic to specific functional groups, e.g., carboxylic acid ions exhibit losses of 18 u236
(H2O) and 44 u (CO2).
51 All structures proposed in Fig. 4 are consistent with the observed237
MS/MS spectra. The peak at m/z 197 can be explained by a C10H14O4 species derived from238
the RO2 formed by H-abstraction from carbon a via successive reactions with NO and O2239
or through Russell disproportionation52. The compound at m/z 199 can also form through240
the Russell mechanism. The RO formed through OH-attack on carbon a can undergo ring-241
opening processes via scission of either the a-b or a-c bonds (for simplification, Fig. 4 depicts242
only the cleavage of the a-c bond), yielding a new alkyl radical, which after reacting with243
O2 and NO forms another RO. This intermediate RO can undergo 1,5 H-shift to form the244
species at m/z 229 and m/z 231, react with O2 to yield m/z 213, or react with RO to yield245
what is believed to be a minor product at m/z 215. H-abstraction from carbons b or c leads246
to the formation of a RO, which will decompose, react with O2 and NO, and ultimately yield247
a tertiary RO. The resulting tertiary alcohol at m/z 215 shown in Fig. 4 is expected to be248
the major isobaric contributor at this m/z, given its agreement with the major fragments249
observed in the MS/MS spectrum.250
The aqueous-phase pH can affect the reaction mechanism as well as the reaction rate.18251
Given pKa = 4.82,
53 the pH in the bulk droplet of PA solution at equilibrium with the surface252
is at most 5.2 and the ratio of deprotonated PA to PA is ∼ 2.2 (assuming the surface and the253
bulk are decoupled). Deprotonated PA has an additional reaction pathway in the aqueous254
phase, i.e., electron transfer.54 However, the undissociated PA is expected to dominate at255
the surface.55 Thus Fig. 4 only illustrates the mechanism of undissociated PA reacted with256
OH at the air-water interface.257
The kinetic behavior of PA and its 6 oxidation products is shown in Fig. S6. The relative258
rates of appearance of each product are consistent with the PA reaction pathways proposed259
11
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based on MS/MS analysis. While I and II are both the lowest mass products, the considerably260
slower rate of appearance of II suggests that this product is formed by a slower and/or more261
complex mechanism. Fig. 4 proposes a fragmentation product (H-abstraction from carbons d262
or e) as one of the possible structures of II, whereas I is suggested to be predominantly due to263
functionalization. The highest mass species (V and VI) are characterized by the highest level264
of oxidation. The kinetic behavior of V and VI indicates a net balance between formation265
and degradation pathways for these species, suggesting that as the O/C ratio increases, the266
interfacial OH + PA oxidation system exhibits a propensity to shift from functionalization267
to fragmentation products.268
Characterization of Gas-Phase OH Concentration269
To study the kinetics of interfacial OH oxidation of PA, a sufficient constraint on the gas-270
phase OH concentration is necessary. By monitoring the heterogeneous OH oxidation of271
surfactant, i.e., SDS in this study, and assuming that the surfactant remains exclusively on272
the surface, one can infer the gas-phase OH concentration. As stated in the Model description273
section, it is necessary to incorporate all possible processes, i.e., adsorption and reaction on274
the surface, as well as diffusion in the bulk droplet, into a unified model, from which the275
gas-phase OH concentration can be inferred.276
Assuming an effective cross-section area of 30 A˚2 for SDS56 and that the SDS resides277
solely at the surface, a monolayer of SDS is formed on the surface of a droplet with a radius278
of 1 mm. Mass spectra of the interfacial OH oxidation of SDS are shown in Fig. S7, and the279
measured decay of SDS is shown in Fig. 5a. Due to the linear alkyl chain, the successive280
increases of m/z 14 and 16 indicate that alcohols and carbonyls are the most likely products281
via RO2 / RO chemistry in the SDS + OH reaction. However, other functionalities, e.g.,282
carboxylic acids (m/z + 30), are possible. Instead of assigning specific formula to each m/z283
peak, the products can be clustered into groups, i.e., peaks at m/z [DS]– +14 and [DS]– +16284
are grouped into the products that contain one oxygen atom, while products at m/z [DS]– +285
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28, [DS]– + 30, and [DS]– + 32 are those with two oxygen atoms, etc. Figure 5b presents the286
temporal profiles of 8 generations of identified SDS + OH oxidation products. Assuming that287
SDS incorporates one oxygen after reacting with one OH, by defining the average oxygen288
atom as the signal-intensity-weighted sum of the oxygen content in the identified oxidation289
products (m/z 265 - 400), the experimental results indicate that ∼10 s is required for OH290
to react with the entire monolayer of SDS (Fig. 5c). The near-linear relationship in Fig.291
5c suggests Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics govern the air-water system, since if OH were292
to react with the interfacial molecules upon collision (Eley-Rideal mechanism) the rate of293
oxygen atom incorporation would increase as the reaction progresses given that more reactive294
C-H bonds are formed, e.g., those adjacent to a carbonyl group.295
By fitting the experimental data in Fig. 5a-c, we seek to estimate the gas-phase OH con-296
centration, as well as the surface reaction rate constants for both SDS and SDS products.297
The best-fit gas-phase OH mixing ratio is found to be ∼698 ppb. The experimental distri-298
bution patterns of the eight oxidation generations and the decay curve of SDS determine the299
reaction rate constants of SDSp + OH to relative that of SDS + OH, i.e., k
OH+SDS
surf . All gen-300
erations are found to react faster with OH than SDS. Nonetheless, without any constraint301
on the surface concentration of OH, the optimally fitted kOH+SDSsurf values span from 10
−11
302
to 10−4 cm2 molec−1 s−1, within which range, kOH+SDSsurf θOH (Fig. S8a) is nearly constant,303
suggesting that the decay of SDS is a quasi-first-order reaction (∼0.0516 s−1). Figure 5d304
shows the estimated average OH uptake coefficient γgs and the gas-phase OH concentration305
above the surface COHgs as functions of the optimally fitted k
OH+SDS
surf . In the regime where306
kOH+SDSsurf > 10
−7 cm2 molec−1 s−1, both γgs and COHgs remain constant, which is a result of307
the fast surface reaction rate causing gas-phase diffusion of OH to the surface to become the308
rate-limiting step in this system. γgs of OH onto thin organic film is typically ≥ 0.11 and the309
gas-phase diffusion limit is unlikely in the FIDI experiment since the DBDS aims directly at310
the droplet. Adopting a median value γgs = 0.5, we find the average values C
OH
gs ≈ 6× 109311
molec cm−3, kOH+SDSsurf ≈ 2.87×10−8 cm2 molec−1 s−1, and θOH ≈ 10−9. Figure 5a and c show312
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the calculated temporal profiles of COHgs and γgs.313
The simulation suggests that in the absence of bulk reaction consuming aqueous-phase314
OH, OH radicals can diffuse to the center of the droplet and reach ∼1 nM after 30 s (Fig.315
S8b), indicating that the bulk droplet serves as a significant sink of OH in the OH + SDS316
interfacial reaction system. The high gas-phase OH concentration above the surface gives317
∼ 1011 molec cm−3 s OH exposure in the FIDI system, corresponding to ∼ 1 day exposure318
under typical atmospheric conditions (assuming ambient OH concentration of 1× 106 molec319
cm−3). The air-interface-water properties of OH employed in the model and the best-fit320
surface reaction rate constant of SDS + OH are summarized in Table 1.321
Kinetics of Interfacial OH Oxidation of Pinonic Acid322
PA partitions between the droplet surface and bulk. Because of diffusion to the bulk of both323
PA and PA oxidation products, one can not use the same strategy as employed for OH +324
SDS to determine the surface reaction rate constant. As discussed above, the products of325
PA + OH are complex, and it is impossible to track the fractions of all the PA products that326
diffuse into the bulk. By adding a reference compound to the system, such as a surfactant327
that undergoes only surface reaction, we can better constrain the OH concentration on the328
surface and determine the surface reaction rate constant for OH + PA. The resulting mass329
spectra under different exposure times are shown in Fig. 6a. The decay of both PA and330
SDS is shown in Fig. 6b. The apparent decay rate of PA exceeds that of SDS, which is331
indicative of the relative reactivity of PA. One cannot, however, rule out the possibility that332
bulk aqueous-phase transport and oxidation can affect the decay rate.333
By fitting to the data points in Fig. 6b, where the surface reaction rate constants for334
both SDS and SDS products are known, the bulk gas-phase OH concentration is estimated as335
∼678 ppb, consistent with the value evaluated for SDS + OH experiments, demonstrating the336
reproducibility of DBDS employed for air-water interfacial oxidation studies. The surface337
reaction rate constant of PA + OH is determined to be 9.38×10−8 cm2 molec−1 s−1, ∼3338
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times of that of SDS + OH. The fitted surface rate constant of PA + OH is not sensitive to339
the surface coverage of PA and SDS. The gas-phase OH concentration above the surface is340
∼ 5× 109 molec cm−3 and the OH uptake coefficient is ∼0.35 (Fig. 6c).341
The calculated average oxygen atom incorporation into SDS products fits the experimen-342
tal data (Fig. S9a) as well. The simulated bulk aqueous-phase OH distribution (Fig. 6d)343
predicts that OH is confined to the surface region (within a distance of ∼1 µm). The hetero-344
geneous nature of the reactions can be quantified by utilizing the concept of a reacto-diffusive345
length LOH :
35
346
LOH =
√
DOHb
kOH+PAb C
PA
b
(1)
where DOHb is the bulk diffusion coefficient of OH (2.3 × 10−9 m2 s−1), kOH+PAb is the bulk347
reaction rate constant of PA + OH (3.3×109 M−1 s−1),20 and CPAb is the bulk concentration348
of PA (∼(1− 19%)× 50 µM). In this system, LOH ≈ 0.6 µm, consistent with the prediction349
of the simulation (Fig. 6d). To replenish its consumption by OH in the sub-surface region,350
a continuous diffusive flux of PA from the bulk aqueous phase has to be established (Fig.351
S9b). Though the surface reaction rate constant of PA + OH is faster than that of SDS +352
OH, the simulated decay curves of PA and SDS cross after 30 s exposure to OH, since at353
that point replenishment of PA from the bulk competes with the surface reaction rate.354
In summary, to determine the air-water interfacial reaction rate constant of a surface-355
active species, one has to account for simultaneous aqueous-phase diffusion and reaction. For356
a system with high bulk OH reactivity (kIIb Cb, where k
II
b is a second-order aqueous-phase357
reaction rate constant and Cb is the bulk aqueous-phase concentration of the surface-active358
species), the heterogeneous reaction is enhanced, since the penetration of OH into the droplet359
bulk is confined to the sub-surface region. If the bulk reaction rate is smaller than that on360
the surface, a slower “apparent” decay rate of the surface coverage can be expected due to361
the replenishment from bulk diffusion.362
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Atmospheric Implications363
In the atmosphere in which cloud and fog droplets or aerosol water are present, for species364
with high Henry’s law constants, a large fraction will partition to the aqueous phase, where365
aqueous phase chemistry can be significant.57–59 The Henry’s law constant relates the gas366
and bulk aqueous phases and is routinely adopted in the cloud or aqueous aerosol chemistry367
models.60,61 However, by accounting for the surface activity, the fraction that partitions in368
the gas phase, on the surface, and in the bulk aqueous phase may be quite different. The369
fraction partitioning on the surface of the droplet, Fsurf, can be estimated by370
Fsurf =
3wL
Rp
1
Ksg
+ wL
Ksb
+ 3wL
Rp
(2)
where Ksg and Ksb are the surface/gas phase and surface/bulk aqueous phase equilibrium371
constants, respectively. The ratio Ksg
Ksb
can be viewed as the effective Henry’s law constant.372
wL is the liquid water mixing ratio in the air and Rp is the volume-weighted average radius373
of the droplets. For PA in the present study, Fig. S1 indicates that the smaller the droplet,374
the higher the fraction of PA that resides on the surface.375
If the sole source of OH is from the gas phase (thus ignoring possible aqueous-phase376
photolysis reactions20,22), multiphase OH oxidation can be divided into sequential processes:377
gas-phase reaction, gas-surface adsorption/desorption, surface reaction, surface-bulk aqueous378
transport, and bulk aqueous phase reaction. Given reaction rate constants in the gas phase,379
on the surface, and in the aqueous phase, the following questions concerning oxidation of380
a surface-active species arise: What is the rate-limiting step in ambient OH multiphase381
oxidation? Is the gas-surface-bulk system always at equilibrium? What is the major sink of382
surface-active species?383
The FIDI studies simulate processes occurring within 1 min with an equivalent OH expo-384
sure of 1 day under typical ambient conditions. Within a relatively short period, interfacial385
transport is the rate-limiting step under extremely high OH levels (Fig. 6d). For ambient386
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OH levels, the conclusion that OH oxidation of PA occurs predominately at the air-water387
interface may not be directly extrapolated to typical environmental conditions. To clarify388
this point, we apply the derived rate constant of PA + OH in a case study simulation of the389
ambient OH oxidation of PA in cloud and fog droplets.390
We assume an air parcel with a typical liquid water mixing ratio wL = 3 × 10−7, 49391
equivalent to ∼0.6 cm−3 droplets of 100 µm diameter or ∼ 5 × 103 cm−3 droplets of 5 µm392
diameter (Fig. S10a), and an overall PA concentration of 0.5 nmol m−3 (∼100 ng m−3).62,63393
The gas-phase OH concentration is assumed constant, 1× 106 molec cm−3. The multiphase394
reactions are studied in two ambient cloud droplet sizes,49,64 i.e., 5 µm and 100 µm. The395
reaction of PA + OH occurs in the gas phase,17 on the surface, and in the bulk aqueous396
phase20 with rate constants of 1.125× 10−11 molec−1 cm3 s−1, 9.38× 10−8 molec−1 cm2 s−1,397
and 3.30 × 109 M−1 s−1, respectively. The fractions of remaining PA in the gas phase, on398
the surface, and in the bulk aqueous phase are tracked. Initial partitioning of PA between399
the surface/air and surface/water is at equilibrium (see SI.VIII for detailed calculation),400
indicating that >99% of PA remains on the surface of a 5 µm droplet, while ∼90% remains401
on the surface of a 100 µm droplet.402
By matching the mass flux through the interface with accommodation coefficients and403
relating the gas phase to the aqueous phase via Henry’s law constants,49,65 one can, in a404
simplified model, exclude the effect of the interfacial reaction. To distinguish between the405
two models, we call the former M1 and the latter M2. To minimize the effect of interfacial406
transport in M2, we adopt the accommodation coefficients as unity for PA, PA products,407
and OH. The effective Henry’s law constant is H = Ksg
Ksb
= 1.95 × 107 M atm−1 for PA and408
PA products, consistent with that reported in Lignell et al. 22 , and 39 M atm−1 for OH.37409
As opposed to M1, partition of PA between gas phase and aqueous phase at equilibrium59410
in M2 is independent of droplet size (Faq =
HwL
1+HwL
> 99%), and diffusion of OH inside the411
droplet is found to be the rate-limiting step of the multiphase oxidation.412
For both models, an overall simulation time is taken as 12 h, corresponding to an equiv-413
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alent OH exposure as used in the FIDI experiments. Shrinkage or growth of the droplets is414
not considered during the 12 h simulation, given that water vapor is at equilibrium in the415
cloud.416
Figures 7a and b present the predicted fractions of different PA fates in the systems417
in droplets of 5 µm and 100 µm, respectively. Since the surface properties of PA and PA418
products are identical in M1, the constant fraction of the sum of PA and PA products within419
any phase during the simulation indicates that the partitioning of PA and PA products420
between the gas phase, the surface, and the bulk aqueous phase remains at equilibrium.421
This quasi-equilibrium partitioning can be attributed to the fact that the reaction rates are422
sufficiently slow (because of the relatively low OH concentration) such that mass transport423
between the gas phase, the surface, and the bulk aqueous phase is no longer a rate-limiting424
step. The consumption of PA in the 5 µm system occurs exclusively at the air-water interface,425
while ∼10% is contributed by the aqueous-phase OH oxidation in the 100 µm system. Both426
Fig. 7a and b suggest that gas-phase oxidation of PA is unimportant in the cloud and fog427
system, which also applies to M2, i.e., without accounting for interfacial effects, aqueous428
phase oxidation predominates.429
The simulated bulk aqueous-phase OH distributions (Fig. 7c) suggest that the smaller430
the droplet, the more uniform the bulk. For larger droplets, the reaction is constrained to431
the sub-surface region, which is characterized by the OH reactive-diffusive length (EQ. (1)),432
since less PA resides on the surface leaving the bulk aqueous-phase with relatively stronger433
OH reactivity (kOH+PAb C
PA
b ). The OH uptake coefficient by 5 µm droplet surface is ∼1 order434
of magnitude smaller than that by 100 µm droplet surface (Fig. S10b). However, given the435
much larger surface area concentration in the 5 µm droplet system, under the same OH436
exposure, the overall PA concentration is predicted to decay ∼90%, higher than ∼75% in437
the 100 µm droplet system (Fig. 7d). By comparison, if the interfacial interaction is not438
considered (M2), the model predictions suggest that PA is depleted in ∼30 min in the 5 µm439
system and ∼6 h in the 100 µm system. The longer lifetime of PA in the larger droplet system440
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reflects the fact that in the absence of the interfacial resistance, i.e., interfacial reaction and441
accommodation, the rate-limiting step is bulk aqueous-phase diffusion of OH.442
Conclusions443
Interfacial effects of surfactants have been recognized to lower the surface tension and fa-444
cilitate cloud droplet formation.66,67 The present case study highlights the significance of445
air-water interfacial partitioning and reaction of surface-active species, e.g., PA. For the446
cloud and fog system with characteristically higher air-water surface area concentration, the447
sink of the surface-active species can be expected to occur predominantly on the surface, so448
that the surface reaction rate is the rate-limiting step in the multiphase OH oxidation. The449
quasi-equilibrium partitioning state during the oxidation suggests that in the absence of a450
source of surface-active species (either from outside of the air parcel or from oxidation of pre-451
cursors), multiphase OH oxidation can be simplified as occurring in three individual regions452
(gas phase, surface, and bulk aqueous phase), for which, the explicit dynamic multiphase453
model developed here applies. For species that are less surface-active, e.g., glyoxal,59,68,69454
the effect of air-water interfacial processes may not be as significant as those for surface-455
active species. Since the simulation treats the gas-phase OH as the sole source, given the456
high solubility of H2O2 (Henry’s law constant = 8.70 × 104 at 298 K),70 potential photol-457
ysis of dissolved H2O2 can serve as a large source of aqueous-phase OH
71 and the fate of458
surface-active species may change. Moreover, photosensitized chemistry has been proved to459
play a critical role on the radical-radical reaction at the air-water interface.72–74 Additional460
studies are needed to clarify the competitive OH oxidations of surface-active species among461
gas phase, surface, and bulk aqueous phase under different conditions.462
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Table 1: Parameters and Reaction Rate Constants Used in This Work
Symbol Parameter Value
αis surface accommodation coefficient for species i 1
δ interface thickness (m) 6.9× 10−10 37
DOHg gas-phase OH diffusivity (m2 s−1) 2.67× 10−5
DOHb aqueous-phase OH diffusivity (m2 s−1) 2.30× 10−9 75
DPAb aqueous-phase PA diffusivity (m2 s−1) 1× 10−10
KOHsg surface-gas adsorption equilibrium constant of OH (m) 6.07× 10−6 37
KOHsb surface-bulk adsorption equilibrium constant of OH (m) 5.52× 10−9 37
KPAsg surface-gas adsorption equilibrium constant of PA (m) 9.62× 104
KPAsb surface-bulk adsorption equilibrium constant of PA (m) 2.01× 10−4
kOH+PAbulk bulk reaction rate constant of OH + PA (M
−1 s−1) 3.30× 109 20
kOH+SDSsurf surface reaction rate constant of OH + SDS (cm
2 molec−1 s−1) 2.87× 10−8 a
kOH+PAsurf surface reaction rate constant of OH + PA (cm
2 molec−1 s−1) 9.38× 10−8 a
a These values are from fitting of the experimental data. Refer to Results and Discussion
for details.
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Figure 1: Schematic of FIDI-MS for oxidation studies, as viewed from the side. a: A droplet
hanging between two parallel plate electrodes. b: A snapshot of the elongated droplet when
the pulsed voltage is employed to the plate electrodes.
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Figure 2: Multiphase transport and reaction model for OH reaction with sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) and pinonic acid (PA) at the air-water interface. Key parameters of corre-
sponding processes are labeled and explanation can be found in SI.I and Table 1.
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Figure 3: Pinonic acid (PA) oxidation at the air-water interface by gas-phase OH detected
by FIDI-MS OH exposure. a. 0 s; b. 10 s; c. 20 s; d. 30 s. m/z of identified products are as
follows: I = 197, II = 199, III = 213, IV = 215, V = 229, and VI = 231. Mass spectra are
reported as averages of replicate samples (N = 5). The peak intensities in b, c, and d have
been normalized with respect to the peak intensity of [PA–H]– in a.
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Figure 4: Mechanism of OH-initiated oxidation of PA under NO-dominant conditions.
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Figure 5: Experimental and fitted results of the OH oxidation of the SDS droplet. a. Tem-
poral profiles of SDS coverage (blue dots, measured values averaged by 5 repeats; blue line,
fitting result) and the modeling gas-phase OH concentration above the surface (orange line).
b. Temporal profiles of 8 generations of SDS + OH products (lines are fitting results and dots
are experimental results). c. Temporal profiles of predicted OH uptake coefficient (blue line)
and the average number of oxygen atoms incorporated into SDS via OH oxidation (orange
dots, measured values averaged by 5 repeats; orange line, fitting result). d. Calculated OH
uptake coefficient and the gas-phase OH concentration above the surface as a function of the
optimally fitted surface reaction rate constant for SDS + OH system. Yellow dot represents
the value adopted in this study and cyan background marks the gas-phase diffusion limit
regime for the determination of kOH+SDSsurf .
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Figure 6: Experimental and simulation results of the OH oxidation of the mixture of PA
and SDS droplet. a. Mass spectra of the sampling under different OH exposure (left is the
PA regime and right is the SDS regime). b. Temporal profiles of the surface coverage of
PA and SDS. Dots represent experimental measurements (averaged by 5 repeats) and lines
represent simulated results. c. Predicted temporal profiles of the OH uptake coefficient
and the gas-phase OH concentration. d. Simulated bulk aqueous-phase OH distribution at
different exposure time. Inset panel is the zoom-in near the surface regime.
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Figure 7: Simulated multi-phase OH oxidation of PA in droplets of 5 µm (a) and 100 µm
(b), with an overall PA concentration of 0.5 nmol m−3 under typical ambient conditions
(gas-phase OH concentration ∼ 106 molec cm−3). a and b: Fraction of the overall quantities
of PA and PA products that resides on the surface, in the bulk aqueous phase, and in the gas
phase. c: Predicted bulk aqueous-phase distribution of OH at different OH exposure times
by M1 (solid lines: 5 µm droplets, dashed lines: 100 µm droplets). d: Temporal profiles of
overall PA as exposed to OH.
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